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ABSTRACT
There are various operating systems and programming languages
for programming the low power wireless devices in the Internet of
Things (IoT). This heterogeneity makes the process of programming
these devices time-consuming and complex. In our running study,
we aim to deploy Model-driven Engineering (MDE) techniques in
order to increase the level of abstraction to deal with this complex-
ity. To this end, our purpose is to provide a platform-independent
modeling framework for the development of IoT programs from
developers’ domain models. This will be realized by developing
various platform specific modeling environments for different IoT
operating systems and their programming languages. In this paper,
we present DSML4TinyOS; a Domain-specific Modeling Language
for TinyOS with which the developers can generate architectural
code for low power wireless devices in nesC language. The meta-
model, graphical concrete syntax, constraint checking rules, and
model to text transformation rules of DSML4TinyOS are introduced
and a case study is presented for the evaluation of the proposed
DSML.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) can be defined as a network of
devices (mostly sensors) which are connected using IEEE 802.15
protocol (for low power WPAN) to perform information gathering
and monitoring. WSNs have the potential to be used in a wide range
of domains, such as health care, building, infrastructure, agriculture
and security [13][14]. These communication networks can be used
in Internet of Things where a path of sensors can collect information
from a large area and send ıt through sink node(s) to the Internet
via gateways, see Figure 1 [14].

A WSN is a complicated system for communication where a
considerable number of devices (i.e., sensors) collect data and send
it through channels of wireless communication [3]. Although, ad-
vances in the developing applications for low-power and low-cost
micro-controllers play a vital role for implementing the WSN, the
scarcity of specialized developers of these application who pos-
sess the required knowledge and the enough experience for such
systems, limits the ability of implementing such network systems
simply and quickly [9]. Also, there are many operating systems
(such as TinyOS [13], ContikiOS [8], RIOT [2], FreeRTOS [23]) and

Figure 1: The typical Wireless Sensor Network Architecture

programming languages for implementing these systems. This het-
erogeneity makes the programming of these devices even more
time-consuming and complex.

As a possible solution, in our running study, we intend to deploy
and use Model-driven Engineering (MDE) approach and its tech-
niques in order to increase the abstraction level in the process of
software development for these IoT systems, see Figure 2. To this
end a Platform Independent Modeling (PIM) environment, called
DSML4WSN, will be provided to model theWSN based communica-
tion for IoT systems independent of any platform, operating system,
or programming language. According to MDE principles, the PIM
level models can be automatically transformed to the Platform-
specific Models (PSM), such as DSML4TinyOS in Figure 2. PSMs
provide amodeling platform to design themodel of problem domain
using platform-specific concepts and generate the architectural
code in the target platform.

Figure 2: Overview of the proposed MDE approach
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In this paper, we present the DSML4TinyOS, a generative model-
ing language for development of WSN programs in TinyOS frame-
work (nesC language). TinyOS is a component-based operating sys-
tem for embedded devices, especially low-power and low-memory
wireless devices [12][11] to implement low power IoT systems.
Using DSML4TinyOS, the IoT developers can model the communi-
cation system of their low power wireless devices and generate the
architectural code for TinyOS framework.

To this end the abstract syntax of DSML4TinyOS is presented
with a metamodel. The concrete syntax is provided by mapping
the concepts in a metamodel with graphical notations using Sirius
framework [26]. Also the graphical concrete syntax is empowered
by some constraints checking to control the domain rules on the
developers’ instance models. This will result in improving domain
models which in turn leads to high quality code generation. Finally,
the instance models are transformed automatically to the target
code in nesC. This development process requires less time and
effort and can lead to less errors comparing to manual development
process.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly
discusses TinyOS. The syntax and semantics of the proposed lan-
guage, DSML4TinyOS, are presented in Section 3. A case study is
used in Section 4 to evaluate the proposed DSML. The related work
is reported in Section 5 and the paper is concluded in Section 6.

2 TINYOS
TinyOS is a lightweight, flexible, free and open source operating sys-
tem which began as a project in University of California, Berkeley
[13][14]. TinyOS has three main layers that work together to make
the operating system efficient: application layer (TinyOS/nesC),
services layer (actuating, sensing and communication) and finally
the hardware layer.

The main programming language for TinyOS is nesC. In fact,
nesC is a programming language for networked embedded systems.
Although, it is based on C, its own characteristics distinguish it
from C language. The nesC is designed for devices that have low
memory. Many applications can be installed inside 16KB of memory
and the whole core OS can fit in about 400 bytes [13].The features of
nesC focus on the notion of Components that encapsulate a certain
set of services, specified by Interfaces. Figure 3 shows the structure
of TinyOS applications in nesC.

Figure 3: Structure of TinyOS applications

The Application connects Components by wiring [14]. A Compo-
nent contains Interfaces, and it can use the same Interface type any
time as long as each instance has a different name. There are two
types of Components; Module and Configuration. The Components
may use or provide Interfaces which respectively can have events
and commands as shown in Figure 3.

TinyOS is one of the major operating systems for wireless sen-
sor networks. Due to the specific programming style of TinyOS,
Component based programming, some challenges have been raised
in the development of related programs. One of these challenges
is the specific approach for nesC programming which is depended
on Components to form an Application [11]. This challenge can
be addressed by using model-driven techniques and extracting the
Components and Configuration patterns and reusing them as model
to text transformation templates. On the other hand, due to the
limited services and primitives that sensors may introduce, such as
sending or receiving packets, these services can be used repeatedly
in programs. The code for these services are structurally similar
in different parts of the program, which makes it very suitable
for applying model-driven techniques that can lead to increase
productivity and decrease the cost of development [20]. With this
motivation, in this study, a generative DSML is proposed for TinyOS
based WSN development.

3 THE SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF
DSML4TINYOS

To develop a DSML for TinyOS, the first step is to design a meta-
model that specifies the abstract syntax of the language [27]. After
the process of analyzing and examining the structure of TinyOS
and its programming language (nesC) using different examples, we
could conceptualize the elements and their relations in TinyOS and
represent them in the proposed metamodel. This metamodel plays
the role of abstract syntax for the language. It abstracts the new
language from the details of configurations and setup for the compo-
nents in TinyOS, among the other abstractions. Figure 4 shows the
metamodel for TinyOS. This metamodel is designed using Eclipse
Modelling Framework (EMF) and encoded in Ecore format [22].

As pointed out earlier, Module and Configuration are two types
of Components in TinyOS, and they have a signature (Module_Signature,
Configuration_Signature) which provide or use Interfaces, although
they mainly differ in their implementation. The module imple-
mentation (Module_Implementation) part consists of nesC code
that has similar syntax to the C language. The Module part of the
code declares variables and functions, calls functions and com-
piles the code, while Configuration implementation (Configura-
tion_Implementation) part consists of nesC code (wiring code) that
wires and connects Components of the Application together. The
other elements are sub-elements of Module implementation (Mod-
ule_Implementation) or Configuration implementation (Configura-
tion_Implementation) Components. Particularly, functions (events
and commands) are mainly defined in Module implementation
(Module_Implementation) while Wiring code is only defined in
Configuration implementation (Configuration_Implementation).

After designing the metamodel, the second step is developing
the graphical concrete syntax (GCS) which paves the way for a
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Figure 4: A domain-specific metamodel for TinyOS

graphical editor. To implement this editor, some graphical nota-
tions are selected for the elements of the metamodel, see Figure 5.
The first notation, which represent a Mote, indicates to a node that
the wireless program will be uploaded in. A Mote has an ID number,
as an attribute, defined while installing TinyOS application, and
a port number indicating the COM port that is used to get data.
The Applications (in nesC language) are built out of Components
containing bidirectional and well-defined Interfaces. Also, the Com-
ponent and Interface notations are defined to represent the related
elements in nesC Applications. Figure 5 illustrates the notations
selected for different elements of TinyOS metamodel.

The graphical tool supporting DSML4TinyOS is implemented
using Sirius modeling tool. It is part of an Eclipse Modelling Frame-
work [10] that allows users to easily create their own graphical
concrete syntax. In addition, to consider the static semantics in
the modeling environment, domain rules, such as name conflicts,
are implemented as constraints to check the developers’ instance
models. These constraints are implemented in AQL (Acceleo Query
Language) 1. The static semantics improve the quality of models
and accordingly the quality of generated code.

The final step of developing DSML4TinyOS is writing the model
to code/text (M2T) transformation rules to generate the artifacts
in target platform, TinyOS. M2T transformation rules are a set of

1Acceleo Query Language, https://www.eclipse.org/acceleo/documentation/aql.html

Figure 5: Concepts and their graphical notations for the
TinyOS modeling environment

templates which are extracted from nesC codes. These templates
are implemented in an template engine called Acceleo 2. Acceleo
is a pragmatic implementation of the Object Management Group
(OMG) that uses Model to Text Language (MTL) standard. Acceleo

2Acceleo M2T Language, https://www.eclipse.org/acceleo/
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Figure 6: Part of the M2T transformation in Acceleo

has been used to perform code generation from the instance model
in DSML4TinyOS. Figure 6 and 7 show respectively the excerpt of
the code generation rules in Acceleo, and the generated code for
an instance model that will be discussed later in the next section.

Figure 7: An excerpt of the generated code

4 CASE STUDY: FIRE DETECTION SYSTEM
There are many applications using WSN in different areas. One of
the useful applications is Fire Detection Systems [28][6] which can
be needed in different environments. In our previous work [1], a fire
detection system has been implemented for libraries using an IoT
system with a WSN. The system uses wireless sensors programmed
in TinyOS. The study is extended with multihop communication
and RPL protocol (IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy
Network) to collect and send data from one sensor to another until
reaches the final destination, which is the sink node, connected to
the computer (the gateway). To this end, the application used in
all sensors is ’MultihopOscilloscope’ [17][4]. On the other hand, a
Java application on the computer processes the data and triggers an
alarm or calls back another IoT devices, if the temperature exceeds
a threshold.

In this study the fire detection system is used as a case study to
evaluate DSML4TinyOS. To this end, the system is modeled and
developed using the proposed language. The TinyOS system for
fire detection system is designed as an instance model confirm-
ing to TinyOS metamodel in DSML4TinyOS, see Figure 8. The
instance model describes all the elements, attributes and relations
required for specifying the fire detection system in nesC. The model
is checked by constraints implemented in DSML4TinyOS to gain a
semantically correct model.

The resulting instance model was used to generate code by ap-
plying the transformation rules provided in DSML4TinyOS. The
generated code contains the essential elements of the application,
and it has the main structure of the TinyOS application; see Figure 7
for excerpt of the generated code. The generation process includes
two files. (MultihopOscilloscopeC and MultihopOscilloscopeAppC).
The first file is for Module contents while the second file is for Con-
figuration which contains the wiring code. The generated artifacts
are syntactically and semantically error-free. Also, as they are gen-
erated automatically, they save developer time considerably. The
developer can add the delta code to have fully functional software.

5 RELATEDWORK
There are some MDE studies in the literature for WSN development
to ease the design, development, and deployment of WSN systems.
Also, we can say that there is considerable interest and orientation
of researchers on applying MDE approaches on WSNs, especially
in the scope of IoT [5] [16]. In general, non of these studies address
the development of IoT systems with WSNs specifically.

In [15], a framework based on Simulink, State-flow and Embed-
ded Coder is proposed. The goal of this framework is to generate
code of the application for WSN operating systems. In this plat-
form an application is modeled in a high level of abstraction, the
code is generated automatically after it is simulated using realistic
topologies for the network. The authors claim that after the phase
of modeling and simulation, the framework can generate the code
of the applications from the simulated model for different target
operating systems.

A modeling framework was proposed in [7] which allows the
developers to model the architecture of WSN software and the
specification of the low-level hardware of WSN nodes separately.
The framework can use the designedmodels in respect to generating
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Figure 8: The instance model for the fire detection system

code for analysis purposes. The framework employs a multi-view
architectural approach to model separately software Components
and their interactions as well as the physical environment where
the WSN devices (nodes) are actually implemented.

The study in [21] proposes a Model-driven Development (MDD)
approach for prototyping and optimization of WSN applications.
This work provides a set of modeling languages, which describe
an application at three abstraction levels, and transformation rules.
The provided modeling languages transform the described models
into a concrete one.

Also, the study in [18] introduces a method to buildWSN applica-
tions by using the model-driven approach to separate the concerns
of two levels of requirements. The first level is domain experts with
no experience on WSN systems but they will contribute in applica-
tions development process, and the second level is network experts
with required knowledge in WSN platform but no knowledge on
the application domain. This method supports the reuse of software
artifacts: an application model can be reused on various sensor
platforms while a platform model can be reused for different WSN
applications.

The paper [24] addresses the problem of optimizing the trade-off
between various constraints like power consumption and memory
usage in the process of application design. The proposed approach
integrates Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) with MDD approach. Var-
ious metamodels of the system to be developed are evolved and
generated, terms of evaluating the trade-off between performance
value and different constraint criteria determine the process of the
optimal model selection.

The study reported in [25] presents a software engineering ap-
proach that uses the models of Coloured Petri Net (CPN) as the

starting point to develop protocol software for the TinyOS system.
The approach depends on five steps of refinement process taking a
platform-independent CPN model and progressively refining it to
match the structure of the target platform. The result will end up
with a refined model that enables automatic code generation.

The aforementioned studies apply MDD and MDE techniques
on WSN applications for different purposes, however, none of them
aim to do constraint checking and automatic code generation for
TinyOS.

As one of the recent studies, in [19], the authors propose a DSL
for WSN application development. However, their proposed lan-
guage, SenNet, is a textual DSL. We believe that a graphical model
is more comprehensible and provides an environment for to design
the system in a more abstraction level. Also, our study intends to
provide PIM level modeling of WSNs for IoT systems and generate
PSM level models and then artifacts for different platforms. To the
best of our knowledge, this is not addressed in the literature.

6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper presents a MDE based development environment for
WSNs applications using TinyOS. The development environment,
called DSML4TinyOS, provides graphical modeling and M2T trans-
formation rules with which the final artifacts can be generated. The
proposed approach can increase the level of abstraction of TinyOS
application development, ease the development process, and reduce
the number of errors. These features increase the productivity and
decrease the development time.

The development of DSML4TinyOS has been done in three
phases: the design of the metamodel for domain (TinyOS), the
development of the GCS to provide the modeling environment, and
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providing the M2T transformation rules to generate applications’
architectural code automatically.

Based on the evaluation done by the fire detection case study, the
proposed modeling environment helps the developers to save the
time in the development of the applications by automatic generation
and reducing the number of errors. Even though the developers
must have basic knowledge of the TinyOS and WSN (such as which
Components to use and which Interfaces are to be used or to be
provided in the application’s Component) to implement the system,
the developers do not work in code level but in the higher level of
abstraction. So, for the development, the developer needs to have the
domain level knowledge only, not the platform level information.

However, one challenging issue is the amount of details of mod-
elling environment. More detailed modeling environment can lead
to more code generation, and this may make the modeling envi-
ronment more difficult and distract from the benefits of the initial
idea of increasing the level of abstraction. On the other hand, a
very abstract modeling may not give a proper productivity in the
generation.

As our future work, we intend to extend this work to include
PSMs for other WSN platforms. Then, by extracting the common
vocabulary, a platform independent modeling environment will be
developed. In this way, the developers can work in the computation
level, not in the platform level.
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